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TARIFF TRANSMITTAL
PUBLIC REFERENCE LOG

This is an unofficial list of tariff filings (and related information) received by the Wireline Competition Bureau, Pricing Policy Division. This Log is
available on the Commission's Internet site at http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/daily-digest. This list is prepared for staff use and released for the
convenience of the public. The Commission does not guarantee the completeness or accuracy of this list. Any questions should be referred to the
Wireline Competition Bureau, Pricing Policy Division, at (202) 418-1520.
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PUBLIC REFERENCE LOG:04/07/2015
 Dominant
ISSUED CARRIER FILING # TRANS # EFF DATE # DISKS # CDS # PAGES NTC 61.38 61.49 PUSFCC # PET DUE S. P. #

04/06/2015 AMERITECH COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 1 1827 RLS00151004/21/20152 04/13/2015

Ameritech is proposing changes to Directory Assistance (DA) service which will provide that Ameritech handle DA service 
requests using automated DA.  Verbiage is being changed to reflect that DA requests are now handled by automated operators 
instead of by live operators.  The customer will not be assessed a call charge to the automated operator if the automated operator 
is unable to provide the requested telephone number(s). Additionally, a maximum of three requests for telephone numbers will be 

SYNOPSIS

ISSUED CARRIER FILING # TRANS # EFF DATE # DISKS # CDS # PAGES NTC 61.38 61.49 PUSFCC # PET DUE S. P. #

04/06/2015 BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LLC 1 99 VJ001510004/21/20151 04/13/2015

BellSouth is proposing changes to BellSouth Directory Assistance (DA) Access service which will provide that BellSouth handle 
DA service requests using automated DA.  Verbiage is being changed to reflect that DA requests are now handled by automated 
operators instead of by live operators.  The customer will not be assessed a call charge to the automated operator if the 
automated operator is unable to provide the requested telephone number(s). Additionally, a maximum of three requests for 

SYNOPSIS

ISSUED CARRIER FILING # TRANS # EFF DATE # DISKS # CDS # PAGES NTC 61.38 61.49 PUSFCC # PET DUE S. P. #

04/06/2015 NEVADA BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 1 278 JWL001510004/21/20151 04/13/2015

NBTC is proposing changes to Directory Assistance (DA) service which will provide that NBTC handle DA service requests using 
automated DA.  Verbiage is being changed to reflect that DA requests are now handled by automated operators instead of by live 
operators.  The customer will not be assessed a call charge to the automated operator if the automated operator is unable to 
provide the requested telephone number(s). Additionally, a maximum of three requests for telephone numbers will be accepted per

SYNOPSIS

ISSUED CARRIER FILING # TRANS # EFF DATE # DISKS # CDS # PAGES NTC 61.38 61.49 PUSFCC # PET DUE S. P. #

04/06/2015 PACIFIC BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 1 522 SCF001510004/21/20151 04/13/2015

PBTC is proposing changes to Directory Assistance (DA) service which will provide that PBTX handle DA service requests using 
automated DA.  Verbiage is being changed to reflect that DA requests are now handled by automated operators instead of by live 
operators.  The customer will not be assessed a call charge to the automated operator if the automated operator is unable to 
provide the requested telephone number(s).

SYNOPSIS
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04/06/2015 SOUTHWESTERN BELL 1 3408 JWL001510004/21/201573 04/13/2015

SWBT is proposing changes to Directory Assistance (DA) service which will provide that SWBT handle DA service requests using 
automated DA.  Verbiage is being changed to reflect that DA requests are now handled by automated operators instead of by live 
operators.  The customer will not be assessed a call charge to the automated operator if the automated operator is unable to 
provide the requested telephone number(s). Additionally, a maximum of three requests for telephone numbers will be accepted per

SYNOPSIS
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